As employee obtain and lose certifications, the certification management system is updated by certification manager. In a weekly interface, new qualifications are available and imported into the workforce management solution. After importing, qualifications are updated for the target employee enforcing two things:

This level of control has been accepted by the governing agency as an acceptable technical solution to manage certifications and safeguard against employees unqualified to perform assignments.

Benefit: Since the solution's inception, the agency has not been fined once and the fine was reduced by $8,000,000.

Assignments created in the future are removed if the employee's qualifications for the position have expired. All new assignment workflows enforce qualifications and the employee cannot be assigned to the job.

This level of control has been accepted by the governing agency as an acceptable technical solution to manage certifications and safeguard against employees unqualified to perform assignments.

Benefit: Since the solution's inception, the agency has not been fined once and the fine was reduced by $8,000,000.
Lack of Standardization/Transparency: In lieu of technology and standard solutions in place made for hundreds of different paper-processes the backbone of their scheduling operation at their facilities. This made it impossible for employees to see their schedule real-time, making it arduous for schedulers to fill vacancies. In a 24x7 and complex scheduling environment, the agency was faced with thousands of union grievances and a lack of trust between employees and management staff.

Solutions:

- **Standardized scheduling solution that provides agency visibility:** The scheduling solution implemented is largely consistent over various locations providing a standardized way to view schedules and understand variances. By replacing one-off spreadsheets and paper record keeping, management staff can obtain meaningful information in real-time about their workforce.

- **Standardized time approval process:** Time approvals have been standardized by implementing roles and controls at each facility through technology. This enforces regulatory aspects of time sign-off by restricting deviation that would otherwise go unnoticed on paper/excel.

- **Standardized payroll interface and payroll automation:** Outside of error reduction, standardizing the payroll interface to automate processing consistently across all locations ensures all employees are processed according to contract, not to mention a documented process of how the interface and automation operates.

- **Standardized overtime callout automation:** Historically, employees volunteered for overtime opportunities on paper. Each supervisor would compile all volunteers and organize by seniority and year-to-date overtime totals maintained differently at each command. After implementation, employees volunteer for overtime using an employee kiosk accessible from the office, at home or on mobile. This information is then automatically compiled (filter/sort) a callout list considering seniority and overtime from the system of record. The supervisor is able to indicate whether the employee was called and a timestamp for entry. This solution provides a remote option for employees, automatic aggregation, filtering and sorting for supervisor's and an audit log for audit.

- **Real time workforce analytics:** Historically this information was siloed in the moment and required analysis after the fact through payroll data. After implementation, by leveraging business intelligence analytics, real-time reports and data was made quickly available to take proactive steps to more properly manage the workforce.

Manual Entry Payroll Errors: Heavily paper processing meant specific agency employees were responsible for manually updating employee timesheets into their payroll system. Due to the complexity of the timesheets and human error, the agency found that they were spending $7,000,000+ annually in mistakes, while making it impossible to correct without the proper technology in place.

Solution: Employee approved schedules and actuals from WFM interfaced to payroll system

- **WFM to Payroll (part of core HCM)**
  - Employee base schedules and vacations are scheduled before the year begins.
  - As new information is available, schedules are updated to accurately reflect changes such as new positions, overtime and last-minute vacancies.
  - Throughout the shift and after, changes during the shift are updated in ScheduleSoft.
  - All changes are approved and then staged for payroll (PeopleSoft).
  - PeopleSoft imports schedule information to data entry.
  - **Benefit:** Over 95% of manual entry removed, thereby eliminating most issues due to entry errors.

Limited Technology: Time and attendance, scheduling, and leave management play a key part in any complex operation—without a workforce management system, the agency was not able to share this information with any of their agency systems, which caused huge delays for both employees and management alike. Incorrect paychecks, zero real-time workforce analytics, and a general black-hole as to what was going on in the operation caused obvious tension between working teams.

Solution: Long and short-term schedule creation and automation, employee engagement through a kiosk, HR import include leave and overtime balance imports, electronic time approval processing, payroll interface, absence management automation, qualification enforcement and overtime callout procedural workflows.
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